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OBJECTIVES

With the unprecedented availability of satellite data and the rise of 
global binary products, the collection of shared validation data sets 
should be fostered to enable thematic communities to systematically 
benchmark products and identify the one with the highest fitness for 
purpose. 

Authoritative global reference data are generally collected by regional 
experts through photo-interpretation. 

However, crowdsourcing has emerged as an attractive alternative for 
rapid and relatively cheap data collection, beckoning the increasingly 
relevant questions: can these to data sources be combined to validate 
global thematic maps? 

Map accuracy assessment is a particularly sensitive potential 
applications of crowdsourcing, as many low-paid interpreters or 
volunteers are prone to give noisy answers, thereby violating the basic 
assumption of error-free validation data.
A fundamental question is how to synergistically combine the two 
approaches while maintaining the quality standards for accuracy. 

The objectives were :
1. To quantify the agreement between expert and crowd data and 

determine the conflation outcome (exclusion, partial conflation, or 
replacement) accordingly. 

2. To evaluate the impact of different conflation strategies on accuracy 
measures.

We selected cropland validation as study case due to its high uncertainty.

Overall, the experts and the crowd converged but the level of
agreement varied according to the strata and the cropland
complexity.

Results suggest that crowd samples can be integrated in
validation datasets but total conflation is not recommended.
Crowdsourcing appears particularly cost-effective in areas that
are easy to interpret and allows for the identification of difficult
or problematic samples, i.e., as evidenced by lack of consensus
between volunteers.

Partial conflation can maintain the accuracy standards of the
expert data and crowd standard deviation is an appropriate
indicator for selecting the samples to conflate.

We conclude that expert and crowd data could be integrated at
two levels; first at the level of the sampling strategy, and second
at the level of the data analytics.

Data collection
Expert and crowdsourced interpretations were
collected at more than 4,000 sample locations
following a systematic stratified sampling approach
with an adjusted number of replicates by latitude. The
size of each sample unit was 300mx300m.

Experts validated blocks of polygons and the crowd
blocks of 25 sub-pixels.

Consistency between experts and crowd
Cropland proportions were derived for all sample
units and a majority rule was applied to derive
cropland/non-cropland.

The consistency between the experts and the crowd
was assessed using accuracy measures.

We investigated how the agreement between the
two approaches varied as a function of the crowd
standard deviation. The crowd standard deviation
is a potential indicator of the reliability of the
crowd.
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Conflation of Expert and Crowd Reference
Data to Validate Global Binary Thematic Maps

Testing conflation scenarios
We tested the three scenarios for integration of
crowd data in the validation dataset (exclusion,
partial conflation, and replacement) and their
respective impact on the validation of two 30-m
global cropland maps Globeland 30 and GFSAD 30.

Apart from exclusion and replacement, two
conflation strategies were compared for different
conflation rates: one random swapping or
minimization of the crowd standard deviation

We tracked in impact of those strategies on
accuracy indicators

Globally, the overall accuracy and the
users’ accuracy were 0.98 and 0.99,
respectively. The producers’ accuracy
only reached 0.76. Nonetheless, the
analysis of the stratum level accuracy
measures reveals stronger differences

The conflation strategy that selected
the crowd samples with minimum
standard deviation successfully kept
the overall accuracy steady up to a
conflation rate of 60% in both cases.

The overall error increased with the
standard deviation of the crowd.

It is possible to infer the expected
agreement based on the crowd
uncertainty.


